
Together, we can build a safer sector
Welcome to the Nigeria Hub Interactive PDF

The Nigeria Hub is part of the Safeguarding Resource  
and Support Hub (RSH) but designed to support smaller, local 
organisations working in the humanitarian and development sector 
in Nigeria. We have a National Associate based in Abuja who runs the 
Nigeria Hub and makes sure the Hub is contextually relevant.

What does the Nigeria Hub do? 

 A series of webinars and podcasts on key safeguarding topics 
 Six-month mentorship schemes for civil society organisations  
 (CSOs) in Nigeria
 Quarterly newsletters in English, select resources in Hausa,  
 Igbo and Yoruba 
 A free Ask an Expert service where you can ask safeguarding queries
 Develop contextually relevant resources
 Animations on safeguarding, like this one on basic concepts and  
 this one on community feedback mechanisms

How does Ask an Expert work? 

1. Email us at askanexpertnigeria@rshub.org.uk 
2. Describe what you need our help with. Questions must be related to  
  safeguarding and SEAH. RSH can support with providing trainings,  
  development of safeguarding policies or other resources apart from  
  funding proposals. 
3. We will match you with a safeguarding expert. We offer up to 2-3 days  
  of expert time in calls, emails and reviewing materials.
Ask an Expert is a free and confidential advice service for any CSO based 
in Nigeria. No question is too big or small to ask. 
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By offering a wide range of free tools, training and advice in over 
10 languages, RSH enables people and organisations to reduce 
the risk of harm.

Our platform is open access, but we prioritise the needs of smaller 
civil society organisations.

Browse our website for:

Visit the global RSH website at safeguardingsupporthub.org in 

 English Arabic French Swahili

You can access our Nigeria, Ethiopia 
and South Sudan National Hub pages 
from there.

Safeguarding Resource and Support Hub

A Resource Library with a huge selection of useful guidance, 
tools and resources on safeguarding

A free e-learning course called Safeguarding Matters

A Safeguarding Consultants Directory of quality assured 
advisors who can support organisations to build capacity in 
various areas

A series of webinars, podcasts and a Community of Practice 
for peer-to-peer learning and sharing good practice.

The Safeguarding Resource and Support Hub (RSH) supports 
organisations in the humanitarian and development sectors to 
strengthen their safeguarding policy and practice against Sexual 
Exploitation, Abuse and Sexual Harassment (SEAH).
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